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1> What is the name of the wizard in the Sword and the Stone? 

 
2> What kind of bird lives with the wizard in the Sword and the Stone? 

 
3> What is the name of the bird in the film the Sword and the Stone? 

 
4> What kind of fish is the young Arthur transformed into? 

 
5> Arthur is not called by his real name at the beginning of the movie. What is he 

called? 
 

6> What does Merlin serve the young boy when he comes to visit? 
 

7> What is the magic word which gets the sugar bowl to stop? 
 

8> What kind of animal does the young boy become? 
 

9> What is the name of the man who raises the young Arthur? 
 

10> What is the name of the evil witch in the Sword and the Stone? 
 

11> When was the movie The Sword and the Stone released? 
 

12> In what city does Arthur find the sword? 
 

13> Who plays the part of the wizard? 
 

14> What kind of animal does Merlin change into which defeats the evil wizard? 

 
15> What disease does Kay's squire catch? 
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Answers:  

 

1> Merlin - Jafar is the sorcerer in Aladdin.  
2> Owl - A parrot is the sidekick of the sorcerer in Aladdin.  

3> Archimedes - Wol teaches the young Arthur to fly.  
4> A goldfish - The fish is rescued by the wizard's bird.  

5> Wart - The false name is used to help keep the boy's identity hidden.  
6> Tea - The sugar pot overfills the wizard's cup at the table.  

7> When - The bowl will keep adding sugar until you say 'when'.   
8> A squirrel - He and the wizard both change into squirrels.  

9> Sir Ector - The voice of Sir Ector is done by Sebastian Cabot.  
10> Madame Mim - Drizella is from Cinderella, and Ursula is from The Little 

Mermaid.   
11> 1963 - It was the 18th movie released by Disney.  

12> London - The sword is in a churchyard.   
13> Karl Swenson - The voices of Norman Alden, Sebastian Cabot and Alan 

Napier are also featured in the movie.  
14> A germ - Merlin changes into a small germ called a Maligolintomontorosis. 

The wizard catches him and becomes sick.  
15> Mumps - He catches the mumps and is unable to travel to London. The 

young Arthur goes in his place. 
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